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Most corporations today are proud of the 

amount of Task SaturationSM they have in 

their organization. They wear it like a 

badge of honor. "Oh, aren't we a great 

company...we're so busy that it feels like 

we're flying inverted, going downhill at 

1,000 miles per hour, we're on fire, and we 

just went into the clouds...oh, aren't we 

great."  
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As Fighter Pilots, we use four techniques 

to minimize the effects of Task Saturation. 

•  Checklists 

•  Crosschecks 

•  Mutual Support 

•  Task Shedding 

We know that as Task Saturation 

increases, errors increase. We know that 

a s Ta s k S a t u r a t i o n i n c r e a s e s , 

performance decreases. For Fighter 

Pilots, this type of behavior can ultimately 

lead to loss of life. For business people, 

this type of behavior may lead to losing 

their way of life. In short, businesses that 

allow themselves to become too task 

saturated eventually fail or at best fail to 

meet their full potential. 
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In this article I will discuss checklists as a 

building block to training that should be 

used to help all high performing teams 

execute at a higher level. With that said, it 

is important to recognize that checklists 

are not replacements for your training 

manuals, policies or procedures. They are 

simply memory joggers to do one of two 

things, A) they are there to help save your 

butt in an emergency when you get totally 

maxed out, or B) they are there to help 

keep you on track in your normal daily 

procedures. 



Why Have Emergency Checklists? 

First, let's talk about how checklists can 

save your butt in an emergency. When I 

was a brand new Second Lieutenant, just 

learning to fly the F-15, the day I got to 

flight school my instructors gave me a 

stack of training manuals over three feet 

tall. They said, "Lieutenant, we need you to 

have this material memorized cold by the 

end of the course in six months." At the 

end of six months, I had exceeded my 

instructor's expectations. I knew every 

system inside the F-15. I could have 

practically built the aircraft myself. I also 

understood the policies and procedures 

the Air Force expected me to use when I 

was flying their jets, and I could handle any 

emergency the instructor pilots could throw 

at me in the F-15 simulator  
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lost them altogether, but they really 

weren't there at my fingertips anymore. 

This became most apparent about three 

months after I got in my first operational 

F-15 squadron. I was s t i l l very 

inexperienced in the airplane, and I found 

myself flying a night mission, off the coast 

of California, in the middle of January. I 

had about 100 hours of flight time, still an 

inexperienced pilot, and it was one of 

those nights when I really wished I'd 

stayed on the ground. For those of you 

who know California pretty well, I was 

about 200 miles to the west of San 

Francisco, well out in the middle of the 

Pacific Ocean. The sky was as dark as it 

could possibly be. There was no moon at 

all. There were clouds solid up to 40,000 

feet. The rain was pounding down, the 

wind was howling, and at that point in my 

career, I was task saturated just trying to 

fly this jet. Well, if that wasn't bad enough, 

as I was flying along, suddenly, a single 

red warning light illuminated on my glare 

shield. It had four letters on it. OVHT.  

How My Checklist Saved My Life 

But, once I got into the real world of flying, 

some of those details that had seemed so 

important to me in the schoolhouse had 

faded on me a little bit. I'm not saying I 
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Simultaneous to this warning light coming 

on, I also had a very unwelcome sound in 

my helmet. It was the cockpit oral warning 

system saying, "warning, engine overheat, 

warning." It was at this precise moment 

that I had a very profound revelation. I said 

to myself, "Right now, your engine is 

overheating, which means if you don't do 

something very quickly to take care of this 

problem, you are either going to go down 

in flames or, at the very least, you're going 

to have to punch out of your jet, float down 

to mother earth in a parachute, spend the 

night in a rubber raft in the middle of the 

Pacific Ocean where you are definitely not 

going to be at the top of the food chain."  
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Well, believe it or not, even with all of my 

$6 million of training, when this situation 

occurred, I froze up. I was paralyzed! I 

could not remember for the life of me what 

I needed to do to take care of this 

relatively straightforward problem. And 

that's pretty remarkable because just 

three months before in the schoolhouse, 

in the simulator, I could have handled this 

situation with a blindfold on. But suddenly, 

when all the chips were down and my butt 

was on the line for real, I froze up! So I did 

the only thing I could do. I opened up my 

checklist. I turned to the page that said 

"Engine Overheat In Flight", and as soon 

as I saw that first checklist step, my brain 

went on autopilot. I took care of the 

problem...I flew the jet home...I landed 

safely, I cleaned out my flight suit!!! And 

calmly sauntered back into my squadron. 

Quite honestly, I was a hero in my own 

mind, when in fact the only thing that had 

saved me was my Emergency Procedure 

Checklist. This is how powerful checklists 

can be to save your butt in an emergency.  
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How An Emergency Checklist 

Can Save YOUR Butt In An 

Emergency 

As you think about your business, is it fair 

to say that we all get the occasional red 

warning light showing up in our glare 

shields? Maybe it's something as simple 

as a customer complaint. What is a 



customer complaint? It's really one of your 

customers saying to you, "I care enough 

about your company to give you a chance 

to make me happy before I discontinue 

our relationship." 

If you can handle these problems quickly, 

professionally, and efficiently, what 

happens? The Red Overheat light goes 

out. In fact, in business we are very 

fortunate because with a proper response 

to our customers we can turn a negative 

into a positive and earn a client for life. 

Think about how you can develop an 

Emergency Procedure Checklist within 

your office to deal with the following 

potential emergencies: 

 

•  An employee accident — or worker's 

compensation claim 

•  An IT system crash 

•  A sales deal that is about to go bad 

•  A customer complaint 

•  A dramatic swing in the equity market or 

interest rates 

 

Emergency Procedure Checklists can help 

you deal with your problems in a quick, 

professional, efficient manner which will 

lead to improved execution within your 

organization. Checklists will save your butt 

in an emergency when Task Saturation is 

at its peak.  

But, what happens when the ball gets 

dropped, when communication breaks 

down, when you thought somebody else 

was taking care of that customer and they 

never even knew that the problem existed? 

This is where you can get a full-blown 

engine fire. And that's not just ugly for 

you...it's ugly for your office and it's ugly for 

your business. 
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“I was a hero in my own mind, when in fact the only thing 
that had saved me was my Emergency Procedure 
Checklist” 



Making It Simple 
 

Our checklists are not training manuals. 

They are not big books. Most checklists 

are no bigger than a 5"x7" notepad. We 

Fighter Pilots carry these checklists 

strapped to our thigh so we can access 

them easily in the heat of battle. We don't 

pack too much information in our 

checklists. The page that I mentioned — 

the one for the engine overheat — has 

only five steps on it. How can that be when 

we're talking about a $30 million fighter 

jet? The reason that can be is that the 

people who wrote this checklist know that 

a 2nd Lieutenant has already been to flight 

school. S/he already understands the big 

picture of the systems of this jet. All s/he 

needs right now are five simple steps to 

help her/him handle this problem quickly, 

professionally, and efficiently.  
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What are the most likely operational 

issues that could cause significant losses 

if you do not handle them quickly, smartly 

and "by the book"? At Afterburner we work 

with many clients to develop Emergency 

P r o c e d u r e C h e c k l i s t s i n t h e i r 

organizations. 
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